For a racing advantage Raymarine shows Tacktick

Visitors to the RYA Volvo Dinghy Show can see the Tacktick range of innovative wireless racing products, now part of the Raymarine instrument portfolio, on Stand: E2.

Raymarine will be showing the Tacktick T70 Race Master and T60 Micro Compass, wireless racing instruments that are crucial for racing performance and a great aid to training. Both provide instant access to accurate data, in user configurable pages, in a lightweight instrument that’s quick to install and easy to use, with no wires through your hull or down your mast.

On show will be the:

**Tacktick T70 Race Master** - the ultimate tactical race compass and wind shift indicator. The two-tier display shows where you’re heading, how far you are above or below the mean course, and how much you’re being headed or lifted. It enables you to quickly and easily establish the favoured end of the start line and help you sail the shortest distance to the windward mark.

**Tacktick T60 Micro Compass** - light, easy to read, reliable and precise this compass gives a massive racing advantage. The scale gives you clear, stable figures for port and starboard tacks - and as the readings are always the same you never have to remember numbers when tacking.